
Still In Love Somehow

Evan Taubenfeld

Maybe we could stand on better ground
Maybe we could turn this shit around

And maybe you could take back what you did
And maybe you could make un-love with him.
And tell me was he that much better than me?

And did he do all things in your dreams?
Tell me did he last longer?

Or was he just longer?
Does he look better naked?

Does he touch you in the ways that you ain't gotta fake it?
Does he got the kind of money I was never makin?

Take you out to all the clubs and shit i always hated?
Or does he got the kind of heart that you could keep from breakin?

Does he got the kind of love you could stop from takin?
And is he anything like me?

No I bet he's not.
But that's all I've got to say.
I never wanted to try this out

I never wanted you seeing others
Never wanted to take a break

Never wanted you getting lovers.
Never wanted to try this out

Now it hurts looking at you now
And I'm not sure if you noticed
But I'm still in love somehow.

Do you ever think of how it was?
Do you ever smell pictures of us?

I need to know if he went down on you
I need to know if this hell is true

So why'd it only take you a month?
You said you couldn't be with anyone?

Yeah is he really all that great?
Or am I just that bad?

Yeah when I see your friends

They tell me that they're sorry
And they all pretend that they give a fuck

And like the saying says.
If it's meant to be you'll come back again
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But they're lying when they say it's not the end
Yeah you don't even wanna call what it is

Yeah it's easier to leave.
Then take a shot.

Here's what I got to say.
I never wanted to try this out

I never wanted you seeing others
Never wanted to take a break

Never wanted you getting lovers.
Never wanted to try this out

Now it hurts looking at you now
And I'm not sure if you noticed
But I'm still in love somehow.

Yeah ... I'm still in love somehow.
I'm still in love somehow, with you.

Yea maybe we could stand on better ground
And maybe we could turn this shit around
Maybe you could forgive what I've said

I could let it go that you fucked him.
So tell me if you're gonna take me back

Or throw away the best thing that you'll have
That's all I've got to say ....
I never wanted to try this out

I never wanted you seeing others
Never wanted to take a break

Never wanted you getting lovers.
Never wanted to try this out

Now it hurts looking at you now
And I'm not sure if you noticed
But I'm still in love somehow.
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